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NOTES CONCERNING THIS ADDENDUM 

This addendum cancels the mandatory placing of N-type terminals 
with 5 foot stubs where Alpeth cable is involved and contains a new 
condition where terminals may be mounted to the left of a pole, In
structions on locating sheath mounted terminals at wooden cable 
extension arm or crossarms, formerly found in the addendum to 
G61. 611. 1, have been transferred to this addendum. 

The cross-reference, "See Addendum", should be written in fol
lowing Paragraph 2. 02(3) and 2. 08 to indicate additional informa
tion and at Paragraph 2. 07 which is supplemented. 

2, LOCATING SHEATH MOUNTED TERMINALS 

2. 03(4) Locate the terminal to the left of the pole when there are 
two cables on the same strand, as in the case of a branch 

cable entering the main cable, and extend the stub across the 
pole. 
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2. 07 Where the cable is supported by strand attached to a wooden 
cable extension arm, or crossarm, locate the terminal to the 

left of the pole as shown for steel extension arms except that the 
following dimensions shall be used. 

(a) Where the arm is located on the same side of the pole as the 
terminal, locate the edge of the near terminal clamp strap 

approximately 5 inches from the cable suspension bolt. 

(b) Where the arm is located on the opposite side of the pole 
from the terminal, locatt: the edge of the nearer terminal 

clamp strap approximately 15 inches from the cable suspension 
bolt. 

2. 09 At false dead end poles, where space between the pole and 
the nearest 3-bolt clamp will not permit locating the termi

nal in accordance with Paragraph 2. 01 and 2. 02, the terminal may 
be mounted under the clamp as shown in the following illustration. 


